
BUILDING A FLOAT 
 

 
 

 

 If building a float we recommend 4 m high (any higher and the float gets caught in the tree 

branches) and 3-4 metres wide.  

 We recommend using LED Flood lights and flexible LED strip lights that are battery operated 

with lighting gel over them to provide dense colour. 

 Avoid using a truck as an audience will see the cab of the truck coming towards them down 

the parade route and won’t see all your creative work until the float is directly in front of 

them or until the float has passed by.  

What kind of trailer do we recommend? 

We recommend hiring a car trailer like this one below and pulling it with a small 4 wheel drive that 

doesn’t obscure the float when it’s coming down the parade route. You can hire them from Adelaide 

Car Trailer hire or Cooks trailer hire for around $60 - $100 a day. 

 

 

 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=car+trailers&view=detailv2&&&id=2024AD721ECBB184939448520D7026889B69B9E4&selectedIndex=3&ccid=1A/AiCV8&simid=608004586190014722&thid=JN.Ow9p3HPFFs1cdKI5D6Pqmg


How to Build a Car trailer float? 

Sample Float. 

Purchase 18mm or 19mm ml ply and strap it to the floor of the trailer with heavy duty ratchet 

straps. 

You can then build a visual display at the back of the float by: 

1. Using ply that is reinforced by a frame (almost like a small wall). Underneath any substantial 

frames ensure that the plywood is doubled up to give adequate material, in which the 

screws connecting the frame to the base can fix into. The second layer of plywood must be 

screwed into the first layer with the ratchet strap then over the top of both sheets. 

2. French brace support or 45degree frame support must be in place for any frame or structure 

over 1000mm high on the trailer.                         

3. Using a heavy wire (reo) frame and dressing it appropriately  

4. Use trees or something similar and attach signage to a frame like the swimming pool float 

below. Any weighty overhead suspended objects or structures must be held together with 

bolts and lock-nuts. 

5. Any structures which are to be load-bearing, or supporting people must be constructed of 

either welded steel frames, or structural timber of at least 70mm X 45mm with a minimum 

of two large screws per join. 

 

You can follow the above instructions step by step or make your own, the possibilities are 

endless! Just remember to talk it through with the Parade Team, as we have your safety in 

mind. Please bear in mind that all floats will be inspected by our Safety Officer on parade 

day before they can enter the Parade. 

 


